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Section 1

The mortgage market in Switzerland: developments and trends

The mortgage market in Switzerland: developments and trends
Lending platforms

• Lending platforms already play an important role in
many European markets, with market shares ranging
from 45% (Germany) to 75% (UK).

Market share of platform mortgages and annual growth rate (2010–19)
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Average growth of 44% in the last five years

• Online mortgages are becoming increasingly
important in Switzerland (44% CAGR for 2014–21).
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• Collaboration with online real estate marketplaces
generates additional leads for new mortgages.
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• A similar development is expected in the Swiss
market (currently only 5% market share).
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• The first ecosystems for “Home & Living” (SORE) and
“PropSolutions” (IPRE) are being created in
Switzerland.
• These ecosystems deal with client interfaces and
create new opportunities to, e.g., collaborate with
insurance companies and real estate agencies.

Sources: McKinsey (2020)
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Section 2

What is a Lending Platform

What is key4?
Peter House
Real Estate Owner
SORE & IPRE

Hans Investor
Institutional Investor

Borrower

Investor

✓ Try free of charge!

✓ Try free of charge!

✓ Personal data is safe

✓ Transparent, sustainable Pricing

and treated confidentially!

that is valid for all investors!

✓ Multiple comparable offers!

✓ Access the market for
Mortgages through UBS
distribution!

✓ I can choose the lender myself!
✓ UBS client advisor as single

✓ Only requests fulfilling

point of contact!

UBS credit and risk policies!

✓ Mortgage administration is
done by UBS!

✓ UBS remains as single point of

“

““

contact!

key4 is a brokerage and servicing platform connecting borrowers
and potential mortgage lenders, while UBS acts both as a platform
provider, servicer, and potential lender.
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What is key4?
Platform

Underlying & Borrowers / Advisors

Investor Platforms
Deal-by-deal platform
(in UBS E-Banking)

Description
Institutional
investors

▪ Deal-by-deal platform for income
producing real estate financings
▪ Launched in 2017 with >2.5bn
brokered volume to date

Income producing
real estate (IPRE)

Corporate and
Institutional clients
(~65% companies, ~35%
private persons)

Corporate and
Institutional clients
advisors

Automatic-matching platform
(in UBS E-Banking)

Institutional
investors

▪ Mandate-like platform for selfoccupied real estate financings
▪ Launch under the name "key4
by UBS" in the second half of
2020

Self-occupied
real estate (SORE)

Retail clients
(100% private persons)

Remote personal
banking advisors
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Green Mortgage on key4 IPRE and SORE

We support borrowers and investors in their
sustainability efforts
• Promoting sustainability in line with Switzerland’s Energy Strategy
2050.

• It can be assumed that sustainable properties will yield long-term
returns.
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Section 3

Structure of an ecosystem

Creating an ecosystem requires to connect different parties
Create a ‘One Stop Shop’ experience for clients of UBS

Connect UBS clients (e.g.,
institutional investors and homeowners)

key4 by UBS provides institutional
investors access to exclusive
mortgage investment
opportunities

Foster collaboration with 3rd
parties to provide new services

Various highly relevant
ecosystem themes in focus for
UBS (e.g., Home&Living)

Strategically invest /
partner-up to foster technology
and expertise towards a common
goal

With
UBS decided to
make a strategic investments
into a fascinating start-up with
high potential and through a
partnership with Baloise to start
its endeavor to build a strong
home&living ecosystem in
Switzerland
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We have joined forces to build the ecosystem
Transactional journeys
Launched UBS-customized journey for selling and buying properties with remote /
physical advisory options, as well as a self-service mode

Not exhaustive - companies
shown only exemplary

Sell home
(find buyer)

Further
offering

Home&Living
Ecosystem
Selfoccupied
Real Estate

Income
producing
Real Estate

Retail
Client

Corporate
Client

Renovate home
(incl. sustainability)

Adjust insurance
coverage

Search for
property (find seller)

Strategic partnerships with
Baloise Group and houzy to
jointly build up home&living
ecosystem with further
innovative services

Search for
mortgage

Determine
value
Select & close
mortgage

Ecosystem nucleus
Both, UBS and Baloise (our preferred insurance company) hold equity stakes into
fintech Houzy. This will allow to proactively offer to our clients this platform as a
nucleus for all their needs around “home&living”

Add-on services (e.g. Sustainability)
Launched a dedicated energy check for income-producing real estate clients. Users receive a
transparent overview of the energy consumption and renovation measures reducing CO2
consumption and bringing financial benefits to the clients
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Interested in updates on key4? Check us out!

www.key4.ch
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Disclaimer.
This document has been prepared by UBS AG, its subsidiary or affiliate ("UBS"). This document and the information contained herein are provided solely for information and UBS marketing purposes. It is
not to be regarded as investment research, a sales prospectus, an offer or solicitation of an offer to enter in any investment activity. Please note that UBS retains the right to change the range of services, the products and the
prices at any time without notice. All information contained herein, including without limitation benchmarks, asset classes, asset allocation and investment instruments, and opinions indicated are subject to change.
Some figures may refer to the past or simulated past performance and past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Some figures may be forecasts only and forecasts are not a reliable
indicator of future performance.
Some charts and/or performance figures may not be based on complete 12-month periods which may reduce their comparability and significance. If the currency of a financial product or financial service is different from the
currency of your home country, the return may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations. Fees may not be included, and these will reduce future performance accordingly.
Products and services described in this presentation are generic in nature and do not consider specific investment objectives, financial situations or particular needs of any specific recipient. It should therefore
not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. All investments carry a certain degree of risk, and the attention is hereby drawn to such risk (which can be substantial). The market in certain
securities may be illiquid and therefore valuing the investment and identifying the risks may be difficult. Some investments may be subject to sudden and large falls in value and on disposition may pay back less than invested.
You should consult your UBS client advisor on the nature of such investment and carefully consider whether such investment is appropriate for you.
Tax treatment depends on the individual circumstances and may be subject to change in the future. UBS does not provide legal or tax advice and makes no representations as to the tax treatment of assets
or the investment returns thereon both in general or with reference to specific client's circumstances and needs. Clients should obtain independent legal and tax advice on the implications of the
products/services in the respective jurisdiction and suitability of products and services before investing.
UBS, its directors, officers and employees' or clients may have or have had interest or long or short positions in the securities or other financial instruments referred to herein and may at any time make purchases and/or sales in
them as principal or agent. UBS may act or have acted as market-maker in the securities or other financial instruments. UBS may have or have had a relationship with or may provide or has provided investment banking, capital
markets and/or other financial services to the relevant companies.
This material is not intended for distribution into the US and / or to US persons or in jurisdictions where its distribution by us would be restricted. Certain services and products are subject to legal provisions and cannot be
offered world-wide on an unrestricted basis. UBS prohibits the redistribution of this material in whole or in part without the written permission of UBS and UBS accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in
this respect. Neither UBS nor any of its directors, officers, employees or agents accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document. UBS makes no representation or warranty
relating to any information herein which is derived from independent sources.
Should you have any questions, please contact your UBS client advisor.
© UBS 2022. The key symbol and UBS are among the registered and unregistered trademarks of UBS. All rights reserved.
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